
WEBINAR
3/27/2020 @ noon-1PM



ABOUT US

The Pennsylvania Association of State 
Floodplain Managers is a statewide 
organization of floodplain managers, 
engineers, planners, local, state and federal 
officials, and water resource professionals 
whose purpose is to:

• Promote public awareness of integrated 
floodplain management;

• Promote a liaison and to encourage the 
exchange of ideas and information among 
individuals and groups concerned with 
floodplain management

• Inform concerned individuals and groups of 
pending floodplain management 
legislation, regulation, and related matters 
in order to advance the effective 
implementation of floodplain management



MEMBERSHIP

A PAFPM membership gives you access 
to training, workshops, newsletter, 
conferences, and networking 
opportunities.

Memberships are valid for 1 year 
(July 1 - June 30)

Contact us at flood@pafpm.org with 
questions about membership.

mailto:flood@pafpm.org


NEWS

Webinar:
May 14, 2020 @ noon
Floodplain Management 101
Josh Lippert, CFM
Registration – Coming Soon @ PAFPM.org

Annual Conference:
September 14-16th
Harrisburg, PA
“Resiliency the new Sustainability”
Call for presenters and sponsors –
Coming Soon @ PAFPM.org



PRESENTERS Josh Lippert, CFM
City of Philadelphia – Floodplain Manager

John Gardosik
Hurricane Sandy Recovery Project Manager 
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)



Regulations [codes]



Regulations [historic structures] – definitions ICC



Regulations [historic variances] –
IBC 2018 Appendix G 



Regulations [historic structures] – IRC 2018



Regulations [substantial improvement] – definition ICC



1. Complete Flood Protection Form - EXISTING BUILDINGS [FP-EX]

2. Attach Cost Estimate

ESTIMATED COST

• Materials and labor, including the estimated value
of donated or discounted materials and owner or
volunteer labor, plus sales tax

• Site preparation related to the improvement or  
repair (e.g., foundation excavation or filling in  
basements)

• Demolition and construction debris disposal

• Construction management and supervision

• Structural elements and exterior/interior finishes

• Utility and service equipment

Items that can be excluded:

• Costs to obtain or prepare plans and specifications

• Land survey costs

• Permit fees and inspection fees

• Outside improvements, including landscaping, irrigation,  
sidewalks, driveways, fences, yard lights, swimming pools,  
pool enclosures, and detached accessory structures (e.g.,  
garages, sheds, and gazebos)

• Costs required for the minimum necessary work to correct  
existing violations of health, safety, and sanitary codes

3. Substantial Improvement
Calculation

IMPROVEMENT VALUE
MARKET VALUE

PERCENTAGE OF IMPROVEMENT

Best Practice [substantial improvement]

http://www.phila.gov/li/Pages/FloodplainManagement.aspx


INSERT ADDRESS

ADD TO GET MARKETVALUE

WWW.ATLAS.PHILA.GOV

Best Practice [substantial improvement]

http://www.atlas.phila.gov/


• Existing market value of structure only
• Value/scope of work
• Phasing work and/or multiple permits
• Interior vs. exterior designations
• Role of local jurisdiction and State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
• Variance requirements
• Flood requirements beyond items that impact exterior

Challenges [regulations]

Myths

• Historic structures are exempt from floodplain regulations
• Historic structures are “grandfathered”



November 2019

Historic Structures & 
Floodplain Management

March 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to start with some background on historic properties and how we at SHPO interpret the potential impacts a project might have on a historic property. 



National Register of Historic Places
What “historic” means
• Eligible to be listed (or already 

listed) in the National Register of 
Historic Places

• The National Register is the 
nation’s official list of cultural 
resources worthy of preservation.

• This can include Buildings, Sites, 
Districts, Structures, and Objects

Gemberling Rex House, Schaefferstown

Is a property eligible?
• Is it more than 50 years old?
• Is it historically and/or 

architecturally significant?
• Does it retain integrity?

M
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, what do I mean by historic? For regulatory purposes there are sort of two different definitions. If you have a property in a local historic district and you want to make an alteration to it, you typically have to go before a Historical Architecture Review Board which will issue you a Certificate of Appropriateness for the work, or potentially deny your application. That’s not what SHPO does. We deal with properties that are listed on the National Register of Historic Places or that we determine to be eligible for listing on the National Register. At the state or federal level, when we talk about “historic” properties, what we really mean is “eligible” or listed properties. How do we determine eligibility? We reference the National Park Service’s criteria for listing a property on the National Register of Historic Places. I want to emphasize that, depending on which criterion is most applicable, historic significance is not always visually obvious. The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history; orThat are associated with the lives of significant persons in our past; orThat embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; orThat have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.The last question on this slide: Does it retain integrity? What does that mean? Integrity mean that the aspects of a property that make it historic and help tell its story are retained and unaltered. I will get into more detail in a bit, but please keep that word in mind. 



Listing Does Not
• Restrict a private property 

owner’s ability to use or make 
changes to the property

• Require the owner to maintain 
or restore the property

• Require public access to the 
property

• Enable the federal government 
to acquire the property or 
impose restrictions on it

North Cornwall Office
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Just to emphasize, listing a property on the National Register does not place limits on what a private property owner can do with his property with private money. 
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Presentation Notes
Back to integrity. I think a useful way to understand integrity is to understand how we review projects. The PA SHPO relies on the National Park Service to produce Standards and Guidelines against which we judge work that we fund and/or review. Though there are five sets of standards, the Standards for Rehabilitation are most commonly applied. 



Standards for Rehabilitation
Acknowledge the need to alter or add 
to a historic property to meet 
continuing or changing uses while 
retaining the property’s historic 
character

Grants & Tax Credits
• Federal rehab tax credits
• PHMC Keystone grants
Section 106 Reviews
• Housing rehabilitation
• Public building renovations
HARB District Reviews

Cornwall iron worker housing, south of the city 
of Lebanon
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Presentation Notes
Essentially you can think of this set of standards as being most applicable to properties that are being maintained for a contemporary, non-educational use. 



Standards for Rehabilitation
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new 
use that requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, 
features, spaces and spatial relationships.

6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than 
replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement 
of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in 
design, color, texture and, where possible, materials. Replacement 
of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and 
physical evidence.

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and 
preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of 
features, spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a 
property will be avoided.

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be 
undertaken using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that 
cause damage to historic materials will not be used.

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, 
place and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical 
development, such as adding conjectural features or elements 
from other historic properties, will not be undertaken.

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in 
place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures 
will be undertaken.

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in 
their own right will be retained and preserved.

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction 
will not destroy historic materials, features, and spatial 
relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be 
differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic 
materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to 
protect the integrity of the property and its environment.

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction 
techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a 
property will be preserved.

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will 
be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the 
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired.
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Presentation Notes
Here are the Standards themselves. I’m not going to go through all of them, but I want to hone in on this term in Standard 2 – historic character. We basically treat integrity as a measure of the retention of historic character, and we measure historic character by looking at “character-defining features.”



Character-Defining Features
Roofline
• Pitch and shape
Massing or Plan
• Footprint
• Bays
• Symmetry
Materials
• Structural
• Cladding
Cornice details
Window/door openings
• Shape
• Trim (lintels, surrounds)
Porch posts and balustrades 

Integrity is not condition!
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Character-defining features are easiest to point out on a property that is eligible under Criterion C for its architecture. It’s worth noting that National Register eligibility evaluation includes building interiors, however, those interiors are generally given more attention if a building is being independently evaluated for eligibility than if it is being evaluated for eligibility as a contributing resource in a historic district. This photo is a good reminder that historic integrity is not the same as physical condition. A building can maintain a high degree of historic integrity even while its physical condition is noticeably deteriorating. 
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Associated with the Standards is a set of Treatment Guidelines, in which the Park Service explicitly calls out actions related to, among other things, Resilience to Natural Hazards that are recommended and not recommended. This starts to get to how we use the Standards to evaluate potential hazard mitigation options for historic properties. 
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While these Guidelines are helpful, they lack specificity. They recommend “consider[ing] adaptive options that would protect multiple historic resources” but provide no examples. They recommend implementing local and regional traditions for adapting buildings to natural hazards, but of course by definition these will vary wildly from SHPO to SHPO. So at the end of the day, it’s up to each state to investigate actions that fit these guidelines and are appropriate to local conditions. 
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Update! New Guidelines! What do they say? What do they mean? How do we follow them? 



Disaster Planning for Historic Properties
Program Background

• Following Hurricane Sandy, PA 
SHPO applied for and received a 
competitive grant offered to states 
with Sandy disaster declarations.

• A small number of Sandy-affected 
properties received repair 
subgrants, but the majority of 
funding has gone toward planning 
for future disasters and resiliency.

• PA SHPO partnered with four pilot 
counties on comprehensive survey 
and updates to their Hazard 
Mitigation Plans

Pilot Counties: Bedford, Cameron, 
Monroe, Philadelphia
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With the goal of developing a Pennsylvania-specific approach to disaster planning for historic properties in mind, and following the destruction caused by Superstorm Sandy, PA SHPO applied for and received a grant provided by the Park Service as part of the Disaster Relief Appropriations Act.  We have used the funds from this grant to: Integrate disaster planning into historic resource survey;Incorporate and prioritize historic properties into hazard mitigation planning at the state and county levels;Develop model guidance related to historic properties;Provide grants to property owners and nonprofit organizations for reimbursing the costs associated with repairing National Register eligible or listed historic properties damaged by Hurricane Sandy;Provide training and educational programs on disaster-related topics.Specifically, we partnered with four pilot counties (Philadelphia, Bedford County, Monroe County, and Cameron County) across Pennsylvania to do comprehensive survey of at-risk historic properties and use that data to update their County Hazard Mitigation Plans.



Survey
Survey is the backbone of historic 
preservation

• PA SHPO does not typically directly 
carry out survey, though we do make 
grants available for municipalities and 
organizations to carry out survey 
projects

• Survey projects provide an 
opportunity to gather a range of 
broadly useful data

• Tailoring survey projects to 
neighborhoods and communities 
most at risk maximizes their value

Flood Risk 
Details
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In the pilot counties, we added hazard risk details to our standard collection of survey data. This hazard risk data included information gathered FEMA’s National Flood Hazard Layer, such as flood zone and BFE, and data gathered in the field, such as first floor and adjacent grade elevations.



Phase 2 
Property Sheets
Recommendations for 
Properties

Property sheets were created 
for selected resources in each 
of the pilot counties. These 
sheets include visual 
representations of flood 
events and a range of 
recommendations for hazard 
mitigation actions.
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In the pilot counties, survey was Phase 1. Phase 2 included producing recommended mitigation actions and updating county hazard mitigation plans. For each county, our contractor Vision Planning & Consulting selected a sample of representative properties for which individual Property Sheets were produced. These property sheets are intended to function as independent, discrete products. Each property sheet is one (or rarely two) pieces of paper, and it includes a summary of hazard risks and recommended mitigation actions. It also includes simple flood visualization that show where the base flood elevation would fall on the building’s façade. 



Demonstration 
Workshops

All at-risk properties in PA 
is a big universe

• A demonstration 
workshop provides an 
opportunity to visualize 
risks and solutions in the 
real world.

• Approach resiliency from 
all scales: top-down 
statewide guidelines and 
bottom-up scalable 
individual property 
recommendations 
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I am going to spend the bulk of my time today talking about two demonstration workshops we developed for properties along the nearby Wissahickon Creek. A demonstration workshop focused on a single property seemed like good way to take the idea of the Phase 2 Property Sheet and expand upon it. We invited architecture and planning firms from throughout the region to attend a one-day workshop dedicated to learning about a single, specific property – its specific history, risks, and opportunities, and brainstorm possible hazard mitigation actions, larger resiliency solutions, and ways to scale those solutions to similar at-risk properties. 



Property 
Selection
• The selected property should 

itself be at risk and this 
workshop should investigate 
property-specific interventions

• The selected property needs 
to be representative of at-risk 
properties throughout PA

• This workshop offers an 
opportunity to begin building 
a library of modular, broadly 
applicable solutions

• This workshop serves as a 
prototype for future events

M
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Mather Mill
Why pick Mather Mill?

• Property is owned by Pennsylvania 
Historical & Museum Commission

• Representative of a common 
property type that is, by definition, 
near water

• Located in a declared Sandy county 
that had not previously been 
addressed by DPHP

• Building is essentially an empty box
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For our first property last year, we decided on Mather Mill, a National Register-listed grist mill in Whitemarsh Township, which is just nearby in Montgomery County. Mather Mill is representative of a common property type that is, by definition, near water. Located in a declared Sandy county that had not previously been addressed by DPHP. Building is essentially an empty box, which offers lots of opportunities for program ideas and internal changes. Finally, we own it. That tends to simplify things.Don’t have the funding to do a full survey in every county, but this kind of workshop is an opportunity to have a targeted event 



Subject Matter Experts
Represented Agencies & 
Organizations 

• Pennsylvania Historical & 
Museum Commission

• Pennsylvania Emergency 
Management Agency

• United States Army Corps 
of Engineers

• Montgomery County 
Planning Commission

• Whitemarsh Township
• Wissahickon Valley 

Watershed Association
• Friends of Hope Lodge
• Land Studies

M
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Design 
Proposals

As part of the workshop, the firms 
were give 2 weeks to create design 
proposals to address use and 
resiliency at Mather Mill and suggest 
strategies for scaling those proposals 
to other at-risk properties. 

We ultimately received materials 
from five firms: Mark B. Thompson 
Associates of Philadelphia, Seiler + 
Drury Architecture of Norristown, 
BWA Architecture + Planning of 
Philadelphia, Heritage Design 
Collaborative of Media, and Vitetta
of Harrisburg
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As part of the workshop, the firms were give 2 weeks to create design proposals to address use and resiliency at Mather Mill and suggest strategies for scaling those proposals to other at-risk properties. All participants were provided a package of materials including background documents, plans, a Revit model, and photos to work from. The firms were given a lot of flexibility in format and approach. We wanted to see a real variety design approaches, visual styles, and ways of prioritizing the issues at play with this property.We ultimately received materials from five firms: Mark B. Thompson Associates of Philadelphia, Seiler + Drury Architecture of Norristown, BWA Architecture + Planning of Philadelphia, Heritage Design Collaborative of Media, and Vitetta of Harrisburg



Proposal Criteria
• Historic Integrity – Any design proposals must 

adhere to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation. 

• Flood Resilience – How does the proposal adapt 
Mather Mill to withstand future flood events? 

• Replicability & Modularity – Though the Mill is a 
distinctive structure, proposals should consider how 
design approaches can be adapted to a wide range of 
historic at-risk buildings. 
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We outlined three criteria against which the proposals would be evaluated: Historic Integrity – As Mather’s Mill is a National Register-listed Commonwealth-owned property, any design proposals must adhere to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. Flood Resilience – The Mill has endured multiple flooding events and should be adapted to withstand future events. This can include both wet and dry floodproofing as well as efforts to decrease the effective flood level at the site. Replicability & Modularity – Though the Mill is a distinctive structure, proposals should consider how design approaches can be adapted to a wide range of historic at-risk buildings. Design methodology, imagery, and processes should be developed to prioritize modularity and replicability. A phased implementation approach is preferred.
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Restating the 
Problem

Each firm provided a preface to their 
proposal that restated the problem 
as they interpreted it. Like the Phase 
2 Property Sheets, this included 
visualizing flood scenarios. 
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Each firm provided a preface to their proposal that restated the problem as they interpreted it. For some, this represented a substantial portion of their submission. This is not unintended. We solicited architecture firms specifically for their facility for visualizing problems. This was an opportunity to make sort of a Property Sheet 2.0 – with more time to dedicate to a single property and trained design professionals, more ways to effectively visualize risk could be explored.



Site Planning
Mitigating flood risk through site 
intervention was also a large part of 
most submissions. 
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Mitigating flood risk through site intervention was also a large part of most submissions. In the example shown here, BWA Architecture + Planning recommended a number of interventions including re-routing Mather’s Lane to unify the Mather Mill property and Township property into a more continuous floodplain. Vitetta recommended working with PennDOT to reconstruct the Skippack Pike bridge at a higher level, and maybe even incorporate some pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. Seiler + Drury recommended a constructed wetland in the township property with improved connections to the creek through the mill’s original raceway. 



Building 
Interventions

Each proposal suggested a different 
level of intervention to the building 
itself. Some included minimal 
interventions and relied on 
temporary, easy to remove fixtures, 
displays, and bathroom facilities. The 
proposal from Seiler + Drury 
included the most substantial 
alterations to the mill.
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Each proposal suggested a different level of intervention to the building itself. Some included minimal interventions and relied on temporary, easy to remove fixtures, displays, and bathroom facilities. To maintain Mather Mill’s historic integrity, none of the firms proposed particularly radical alterations. The proposal from Seiler + Drury included the most substantial alterations to the mill. This includes infilling the basement, creating a new third floor, and building a rear addition at the mezzanine level to house restrooms. 
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Valley Green Inn
M
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For our second workshop in September of this year, we worked with Josh and the City to select this building: Valley Green Inn.



Valley Green Inn
Why pick Valley Green Inn?

• Property is owned by the City of 
Philadelphia

• Strong relationship with local 
partners at the City and Friends of 
the Wissahickon

• FOW is developing a master plan 
that materials produced here could 
contribute to

• Existing user with specific needs and 
experience

• Heavily trafficked site
• Representative of a common 

property type that is frequently near 
water
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Subject Matter Experts
Represented Agencies & Organizations 

• Pennsylvania Historical & Museum 
Commission

• Pennsylvania Emergency Management 
Agency

• United States Army Corps of Engineers
• Philadelphia Licenses & Inspections
• Philadelphia Office of Emergency 

Management
• Philadelphia Water Department
• Friends of the Wissahickon

M
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Attending Firms
Represented Architecture, Landscape 
Architecture, Engineering, & Emergency 
Management & Planning Firms:

• AKRF
• Andropogon
• Artefact, Inc
• DIGSAU
• James Corner Field Operations
• Floura Teeter Landscape Architects
• Heritage Design Collaborative
• LandStudies, Inc
• Mark B. Thompson Associates, LLC
• Michael Baker International, Inc
• Meliora Design
• NV5

• Preservation Design Partnership
• Ruggiero Plante Land Design
• sbk + partners, LLC
• Seiler + Drury Architecture
• Sikora Wells Appel
• Studio | Bryan Hanes
• VITETTA
• WRT
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We also wanted to learn from and expand upon the experience we had with Mather Mill, so we tried to invite firms with a wider range of backgrounds and specializations. 



Workshop 
Schedule
Three Sections:
1. Background Information
2. Emergency operations 

planning and City 
regulations

3. Discussion

3

2

1
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The workshop itself was divided into three primary sections. The morning session included a group of speakers who provided background information before we drove down the Mill itself for a site visit. After lunch, we hosted a guided discussion between the firms and the subject matter experts.



Design 
Proposals

As part of the workshop, the firms were asked to form cross-disciplinary teams to address 
the issues raised during the workshop. We received materials from twelve firms divided 
between four teams:

2

1

3

4
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Rather than ask each firm to submit a design proposal, we hoped that they would voluntarily form teams that would benefit from a wider range of expertise than a single firm could provide.



Proposal Criteria
Proposals must address the following 
considerations:
• Specific focus on Valley Green Inn and 

immediate context
• Flood risk from creek vs. stormwater 

management and drainage
• Access and planning before, during, and 

after disaster event

Each proposal document must be divided into 
the following sections: 
• Landscape Interventions
• Building Interventions

Visual elements (including renderings, 
graphics, and diagrams) are highly encouraged 
and should be utilized wherever possible.

M
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And this brings us back to the Park Service’s Guidelines on Flood Adaptation for Rehabilitiating Historic Buildings. When we held this workshop in October, the Guidelines had not yet been completed. The timing didn’t end up being quite perfect, but they were published shortly after teams formed and began working on their proposals. This meant we had the Guidelines as a reference when reviewing them. 



Existing Conditions
M
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Before I get into the four proposals, I’d like to set the stage at the Inn a bit. This drawing is from a 2003 plan that was partially implemented, to give you some idea of what the building and site look like now. The inn is the brown shape in the upper left and it is separated from the creek by a wide path, landscaping, and then a narrow path/boardwalk. Primary vehicular access to the site comes from a bridge at the bottom right that deposits into a parking lot at the center. Access to a second parking lot at the right is now blocked from this bridge. There have been safety concerns because the bridge provides the only creek crossing for pedestrians and cyclists as well as drivers, but there is no separation between those uses. 
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The Guidelines are presented in a “Recommended” vs. “Not Recommended” format. Unlike other versions of the Guidelines, which are organized principally by material or building feature, the Guidelines on Flood Adaptation for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings are organized by adaptive treatment. This will not be an exhaustive exploration of the Guidelines – I strongly recommend anyone interested take a closer look at the document itself. One issue came up this week: the link on the Park Service’s website is down right now, but if you would like a copy please email me and I will send you a pdf.
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As I go through the four proposals, I will quote the text of the Guidelines directly whenever I can. This project fits nicely into the “Planning & Assessment for Flood Risk Reduction” treatment category. 



Andropogon – PDP – Meliora – ReVision M
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This proposal includes a wide range of alterations to both the landscape and the inn as well as new construction. As I just said, this presentation will not be an exhaustive exploration of the guidelines; it is also not intended to represent a thorough explanation of each proposal. An enormous amount of work went into each proposal and it would take more time than we have today to explore each one. I will be happy to provide a pdf of each proposal to anyone who is interested though, and they will ultimately be available on our website. 



Andropogon – PDP – Meliora – ReVision M
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I wanted to start with this proposal because the team did an excellent job visually laying out their individual recommendations and phasing them over time. Again, I’m not going to cover every element of the proposal, but I will pull a few out to discuss how they might be impacted by the Guidelines.



Andropogon – PDP – Meliora – ReVision M
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Rethink shared space



Andropogon – PDP – Meliora – ReVision M
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Let the water in
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This proposal includes a recommendation to fill the Inn’s basement. The Guidelines directly address this treatment option. While there may be technical limitaitons, filling the basement is likely to have minimal impact on a building’s character. 



Andropogon – PDP – Meliora – ReVision M
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Reconnect to the floodplain



Andropogon – PDP – Meliora – ReVision M
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Andropogon – PDP – Meliora – ReVision M
arch 2020
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The Guidelines present a few scenarios where, though demolition would not meet the Standards, it could be considered necessary as part of a larger protective strategy. I don’t think demolition of the Inn meets those scenarios, though even if it did, it would not meet the scope of this project because it would not meet the Standards for the Inn itself. That said, I do think it’s important to consider how increased flood risk might require drastic changes in use for some historic buildings. Abandonment of interior use entirely, allowing the building to become a stabilize ruin, or removing it from public access entirely. The are difficult conversations, but we are going to have to start having more them. 



MBTA – SWA – LandStudies M
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The focus of this proposal is landscape and drainage improvements. In some cases these will be unlikely to significantly impact historic resources, but, in addition to any independent historic significance it might have, the Inn is a contributing feature in Wissahickon Valley Part, part of the extensive Fairmount Park Historic District. So the landscape functions both as historic context for the Inn and as its own historic resource.
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The Guidelines include recommendations that amount to proper maintenance and management of a site. As part of the “Site and Landscape Adaptations” category, a thorough understanding of existing drainage characteristics and improvements to ensure that water drains away from historic features and foundations is explicitly recommended.



MBTA – SWA – LandStudies M
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This proposal includes a Flooding & Drainage analysis that visualizes the site’s existing drainage conditions.



MBTA – SWA – LandStudies M
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Flooding & Drainage improvements are then recommended based on the understanding of those existing conditions.
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Landscape Interventions: Access improvements



MBTA – SWA – LandStudies M
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Landscape Interventions: Landscape improvements1)Elevated lawn and so� surface event space2)Vehicular court / drop-off zone at hard surface event space3)Relocated and elevated wall along promenade with sea� ng4)Overlook to bridge5)Stone step well with access to the stream and sea� ng area at ou� all; energy dissipater during fl ood events6)Stepped terrace with access to stream and sea� ng area at ou� all7)Enhanced permeable paved south parking lot with accessible spaces8)Enhanced permeable paved north parking lot9)Enhanced trail and pedestrian bridge from upper parking lot10)Enhanced drop-off and pedestrian crossing with drainage improvements to divert water from crossing bridge11)Protected walk along south side of bridge12)Boulder stabilized ou� all13)Enhanced trail connec� on to new PPR parking lot14)Gates15)Landscape diversionary berm16)Vegetated drop pool and stabilized trail crossing17)Stabilized channel18)Ramp removed and regraded to divert drainage to creek



HDC – AKRF – SBH M
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Third up is the proposal from Studio Bryan Hanes, AKRF, and Heritage Design Collaborative. I’m going to focus on the use of temporary barriers in this proposal. The team presents a few different barrier options, and each has its own implications for flood mitigation and (in this case, primarily visual) impacts to the Inn and the Park. This slide shows the first option – stop logs at doors and a bulkhead around the cellar door with provide 42” of vertical flood protection, or 18” above the base flood elevation.
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These removable or deployable barriers are temporary, but they typically require permanent infrastructure even when not deployed. This includes storage space (typically off-site) and attachment points at the site itself. For the stop logs in the previous slide, those attachment points would be at the building’s front doors on the primary façade. This is a highly visible location, and care would need to be taken to minimize their visibility as well as any physical damage installation might do to the building’s historic materials. The ability of the building’s masonry to withstand the force of floodwaters would also become a larger concern. Stop logs would also require a deployment plan which could be susceptible to human error or unforeseen circumstances. 



HDC – AKRF – SBH M
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A second barrier option is shown here – these barriers would deploy automatically in a flood event. This option has obvious deployment advantages and would not physically impact the Inn in the same way the stop logs could. They would be a permanent feature of the site and would require clearance to allow them to lie flat when not deployed. They would be at risk of failure due to deferred maintenance or damage in the course of the functioning of a public park. Because they would be more susceptible to debris than the stop log barrier, this proposal also includes a series of permanent debris-deflecting bollards set further out from the inn. This would have permanent visual impact on the Inn and its relationship to the park.
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You can get  a better idea of what those bollards might look like in this rendering. Recommended adaptive strategies1: Swales to divert hillside runoff2: Increased brick wall height3: Larger pipe under Forbidden Drive4: New pipe at north location5: Sitewalls for barrier tie-in6: Permanent automatic barrier7: Bollards to deflect debris8: Well-anchored stone benches9: Relocate park amenities outside floodway10: Shrub and tree planting11: Maintain sheet flow12: Emergency access from south13: Tree hazard assessment
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I’d also like to draw some attention to the team’s background planning and flow velocity visualizations. All of the proposals include some landscape alterations, so it’s valuable to have these historic photos to assess just how much the streambank has already been changed since the Inn’s construction. 
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Our final proposal comes from James Corner Field Operations and DIGSAU. This proposal also includes extensive site and landscape work, but I am going to focus on its recommendation to elevate the inn.1: A newly public inn & front porch2: Restaurant terrace & entrance3: Public terrace & visitor center entry4: Multi-purpose terrace5: Meadow terraces at expanded floodplain6: Horse & bike parking; seasonal rentals7: outdoor classroom8: boardwalk lounge 9: Vehicular drop off & emergency access10: Accessible parking spaces11: Bike lane on valley green road12: Boardwalk crossing13: Gorge arrival
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This proposal includes elevating the Inn so that the first floor is 18” above the BFE. It does this be elevating the site itself, so the relationship between the Inn and its site could remain relatively intact. 
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There are many considerations that go into elevating a historic building. Because Valley Green has no immediate neighbors and is in a “natural-ish” setting, elevation and site manipulation could be an option in ways they might not be for other buildings.
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There are many other components to this proposal, some of which are more successful than others. Due to its detailing and massing, a proposed addition fades into the background and maintains the Inn as a focal point. On the other hand, a proposed boardwalk changes the site’s relationship to the creek and could create new flood risks and even become debris in a flood event. 
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One last rendering showing proposed landscape changes.



Next Steps
• Explore projects that use data 

gathered in surveys
• Continuing refinement of 

workshop format
• Continue survey projects
• Begin exploring other funding 

sources
• How do we approach potential 

future disaster grants?
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John Gardosik | Project Manager, Hurricane Sandy Recovery
State Historic Preservation Office
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission
Commonwealth Keystone Building, Second Floor
400 North Street | Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
Office Phone: 717.787.0771
Email: jgardosik@pa.gov

Disaster Planning for Historic Properties website: 
https://www.phmc.pa.gov/Preservation/Disaster-Planning

Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Office Blog:
https://pahistoricpreservation.com/

Contact Information
M
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mailto:jgardosik@pa.gov
https://www.phmc.pa.gov/Preservation/Disaster-Planning
https://pahistoricpreservation.com/


QUESTIONS

Visit our webpage @
PAFPM.ORG

We’ll post this presentation as well as 
information regarding our other upcoming 
events, newsletters, and resources. 

Thank-you for joining us today!
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